ABSTRACT: The syntheses of two noncentrosymmetric (NCS) vanadium oxide−fluoride compounds that originate from the same synthetic reagent concentrations are presented. Hydrothermal and low-temperature syntheses allow the isolation of metastable products that may form new phases (or decompose) upon heating and allow creation of chemically similar but structurally different materials. NCS materials synthesis has been a long-standing goal in inorganic chemistry: in this article, we compare two chemically similar NCS inorganic materials, NaVOF 4 (H 2 O) (I) and NaVO 2−x F 2+x (II; x = 1 / 3 ). These materials originate from the same, identical reagent mixtures but are synthesized at different temperatures: 100°C and 150°C, respectively. Compound I crystallizes in Pna2 1 : a = 9.9595(4) Å, b = 9.4423(3) Å, and c = 4.8186(2) Å. Compound II crystallizes in P2 1 : a = 6.3742(3) Å, b = 3.5963(2) Å, c = 14.3641(7) Å, and β = 110.787(3)°. Both materials display second-harmonic-generation activity; however, compound I is type 1 non-phase-matchable, whereas compound II is type 1 phase-matchable.
■ INTRODUCTION
This paper presents two materials that originate from the same synthetic reagents but differ in second-harmonic-generation (SHG) phase matchability. Materials for SHG applications require a noncentrosymmetric (NCS) arrangement of their crystal structure. 1−4 These compounds are often characterized by acentric basic building units (BBUs) such as polar earlytransition-metal (ETM) polyhedra or lone-pair cations; 5−10 the synthesis of NCS materials is an ongoing challenge with contributions toward SHG-active materials, piezoelectrics, multiferroics, and other functional solids.
11, 12 As per Chen's Anionic Group theory, to design efficient SHG-active crystals, not only should the BBUs display strong individual polar moments, but also the polar moments should be aligned along one direction (specifically along one crystallographic axis). 13 These conditions are achieved in the technologically useful LiNbO 3 and KTiOPO 4 materials. 14 Various works have described the use of polar anions with different polyhedral geometries to construct polar solids. 6,15−19 We, and others, have described the use of multiple ions (such as an octahedral ion and a tetrahedral ion) to generate polar materials because the disparate ions would not be relatable via symmetry operations. 15,17−20 In the materials of Rb 5 21 and magnetic activity of vanadium(3+/4+) ions that can contribute to the possibility of multiferroics. 22 We have made attempts to synthesize oxide−fluoride vanadates with mixed ionic content because vanadium cations can exist as [VO 4 ] 3− tetrahedra and [VO x F 6−x ] n− octahedra. 9, 23, 24 In this manner, a mixed-valence vanadium(4+/5+) material could have isolated [V 5+ O 4 ] 3− tetrahedra and [V 3+/4+ O x F 6−x ] n− octahedra. Hydrochloric acid is a known reducing agent of vanadium; 25, 26 an in situ reduction process would create vanadium(4+), while vanadium(5+) would also be present under nonequilibrium conditions. This process produced the fully vanadium(4+) NCS CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 .
hydrothermal conditions to reduce vanadium(5+) to form the fully vanadium(4+) KV 4+ OF 3 . 27 Sodium chloride was then examined as a reducing agent of V 2 O 5 . The reaction of sodium chloride in hydrofluoric acid with vanadium oxide produces two products in similar synthetic conditions: NaVOF 4 (H 2 O) (I) and NaVO 2−x F 2+x (II), where x = 1 / 3 . Notably, the structures are both NCS: compound I is type 1 non-phase-matchable (NPM), while compound II is type 1 phase-matchable (PM). Analyses of similar synthetic conditions could afford similar NCS materials that allow for a better understanding of tailoring phase matchability in solidstate, purely inorganic materials.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Caution! Hydrof luoric acid is toxic and corrosive! It must be handled with extreme caution and the appropriate protective gear and training.
28−30 The dissolution of compounds in aqueous hydrofluoric acid can be exothermic and may cause volatilization of hydrof luoric acid. The use of Teflon at elevated temperatures allows HF aq to permeate the f ilm; caution should be used in handling the backfill of hydrothermal reactions. Vanadium oxide has noted toxicity, particularly when in small, particulate form; vanadium oxide should be handled cautiously and in well-ventilated areas. 31 Materials. Hydrofluoric acid (49% HF in water by weight) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Vanadium oxide (V 2 O 5 , 99.6% min) and sodium chloride (NaCl, 99%) were obtained from Alfa-Aesar. Deionized water was used as backfill in the pressure vessel and as boiling water. All reagents were used as received.
Synthesis. The compound NaVOF 4 (H 2 O) (I) was synthesized by combining 0.5475 g of V 2 O 5 (6.020 mmol V 5+ ), 0.3514 g of NaCl (6.013 mmol Na + ), and 1.00 mL of HF aq (24.5 mmol HF) in a Teflon pouch that was made and sealed as previously described. 32−34 The pouch was then placed in a beaker of boiling water, and the reaction mixture was refluxed within the pouch for 30 min. The pouch was removed and immediately allowed to cool. The contents were allowed to crystallize for an additional 48 h, and the pouch was opened and filtered in air to afford a mixture of clear platelets of I and NaCl. The pH of the reaction mixture was about 1 before and after the reaction. To monitor reaction conditions, two reactions with identical contents were performed simultaneously with the reaction described above, but the contents were removed after reaction for total periods of 1 and 2 h. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) scans showed the presence of NaCl in the remaining product mixtures. We were unable to avoid the presence of NaCl either by alteration of the reaction conditions or by rinsing with water after the synthesis because I is water-soluble.
The compound NaVO 2−x F 2+x (II; x = 1 / 3 ) was synthesized by the combination of the same amounts of reagents as those for I [0.5330 g of V 2 O 5 (5.861 mmol V 5+ ), 0.3520 g of NaCl (6.023 mmol Na + ), and 1.00 mL of HF aq (24.5 mmol HF)] in a Teflon pouch, but the pouch was placed in a Parr acid digestion vessel, individually, heated to 150°C , held at that temperature for 24 h, cooled at a rate of 0.1°C/min, removed, allowed to sit at ambient conditions for 48 h, filtered in air, rinsed with deionized water three times to remove unreacted NaCl, and allowed to dry to obtain 0.3441 g of clear, dark-blue platelets of compound II (2.374 mmol, 40.51% yield with respect to V 2 O 5 ). It was found that if a pouch of I (before the pouch was opened) was subsequently placed in the hydrothermal conditions described above, compound II was formed. PXRD scans with laboratory radiation did not show other phases in the obtained compound II; see the Supporting Information (SI).
Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES). Compound I was unable to be examined for elemental content because we were unable to obtain the compound phase-pure. To confirm the metallic content of II, ICP-AES was performed. Standard solutions were prepared with Millipore-filtered water with a solution of 997 μg/mL vanadium in 1.3% nitric acid in water (Ricca) and a solution of 1000 μg/mL sodium in 2% nitric acid in water (Fluka). Three samples of II were dissolved in 10 mL of nitric acid, separately, and diluted to the appropriate concentrations with Millipore-filtered water. The concentrations of the three separate samples were averaged. The spectra were acquired and analyzed with Varian ICP-expert II software. The concentrations of vanadium and sodium for each sample were obtained with the spectral emission peak of the ICP-AES spectrum that was the most Gaussian in shape. ). This material shows increased fluoride content compared to the previously published material NaVO 2 F 2 and results in mixed oxide−fluoride occupancy on crystallographic sites of the structure. The fluoride content increased as a result of charge balance to account for vanadium(4+) that was observed via magnetic susceptibility.
Single-Crystal X-ray Crystallography. Single crystals of compounds I and II were mounted on a glass fiber in paratone oil and cooled to 100 K under a flow of nitrogen. The data were obtained with a Bruker Kappa APEX 2 CCD diffractometer using monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). The crystal-todetector distance was 60 mm. The data were integrated with the use of the SAINT-V7.23A program. 35 Absorption corrections (multiscan, SADABS) were applied to the data in the program APEX2. 36 The structures were solved with the use of XS to determine the atomic coordinates of the metallic cations; 37 the resulting anions and parameters were refined with Fourier difference maps with the ShelXL algorithm within the Olex2 suite. 37, 38 The unit cell of II is a commensurate modulation of a previous structure, NaVO 2 F 2 .
39,40 The satellite peaks that arise from this modulation are shown in the SI. Full crystallographic data sets were obtained on the same crystal at 100 and 298 K, and the q vector was invariant; this indicates a commensurate modulation, and thus a supercell was used to describe the system.
The unit cell and space group of II was ambiguous: the structure could be described in six different unit cell/space group combinations. The structure could additionally be described in two centrosymmetric (CS) settings, but these were disregarded because the material exhibited an SHG response (characteristic of NCS structures) and poor refinement parameters (see the SI). The structure was solved in each possibility with the same weighting scheme, and significant disorder was present in II as a result of valence disorder [disorder of vanadium(4+)/vanadium(5+) on the same site]. Under single-crystal X-ray crystallography, it was determined that the vanadium cations were split along bonds to specific anions X (X = O, F); this indicates disorder of the X site. The crystal was solved in each of six possible descriptions, and Hamilton's R test was applied to determine the best description. 41 The model that showed the greatest correspondence to the data, as determined from the R factors, was used to describe the crystal. The crystallographic parameters for this model are provided in Table 1 . The CIFs for compounds I and II are provided in the SI.
A summary of the other unit cell/space group descriptions and refinement is provided in the SI. The obtained crystal structure of compound II is a model of the obtained data: further investigation into the disorder may show long-range order of the oxide−fluoride moieties that lie along 1D chains. The elemental occupancies at these sites were defined with the data acquired from elemental analyses to arrive at the formula of II. Refinement of the commensurate structure with the subcell and q vector (0, 0, 1 / 2 ) in the program JANA2006 showed that the vanadium positional disorder was present if the commensurate symmetry was accounted for; subsequently, the supercell was used for further analysis for simplicity. Symmetry analysis with PLATON suggested halving of the unit cell of II with maintenance of the space group (e.g., returning to the unit cell of NaVO 2 F 2 ), but this was disregarded owing to the satellite peaks observed. PLATON showed no additional symmetry beyond this for I or II.
42
SHG Measurements. Samples of I and II were ground with a mortar and pestle and sieved into discrete size ranges. Synthesis of I resulted in unreacted NaCl that could not be avoided or separated from I. The presence of NaCl dilutes the SHG-active phase. The SHG response was measured with the Kurtz−Perry method and compared to standards of α-SiO 2 .
2, 43 The results are presented in Figure 1 . The average nonlinear-optical susceptibilities of I and II are approximately 0.55 and 1.15 pm/V, respectively. Compound I is NPM, while II is PM.
Magnetic Susceptibility. A 57.0 mg polycrystalline sample of II was placed in a polyethylene bag. The sample was placed in a Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS)-XL magnetometer from Quantum Design. The sample was measured under a 1000 Oe field in a zero-field-cooled (ZFC) scan, a 5000 Oe field in ZFC and fieldcooled scans, and a 1 T field in a ZFC scan. The resulting magnetic susceptibilities were corrected for the diamagnetic contributions of polyethylene (50/π × 10 −8 emu/kg) and the diamagnetism of the compound (−53.033 × 10 −6 emu/mol). The spectra showed temperature-independent paramagnetism, and a term was included to account for this phenomenon. The resulting fits showed μ eff of 0.303 μ B /mol, which is consistent with a material with ∼ 1 / 3 vanadium(4+) present per mole.
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy. The FTIR spectra of I and II were obtained on a Bruker 37 Tensor FTIR instrument equipped with an ATR accessory with a germanium crystal. The spectra were obtained from 550−4000 cm −1 with 256 scans at 2 cm −1 resolution, and a background spectrum was subtracted. The data of the V−X stretching region for compound II (550−1200 cm −1 ) was then fit to a summation of Gaussian functions. The resulting spectra and fitting parameters are provided in the SI. For compound II, no absorptions that could be attributed to X−H (X = F − , O 2− ) stretches are observed, which indicates that no protons are present within the structure. Compound I contained impurities so its FTIR spectrum was not fit, but the spectrum displays a broad peak that corresponds to water moieties present in the compound. unit cell of NaVOF 4 (H 2 O) is shown in Figure 2c : the polar moments of the vanadium octahedra partially align along one axis (the polar c axis). The structure of II is commensurately modulated and presents very interesting vanadium octahedra in 1D chains, namely, in the split sites of vanadium that are shown pictorially in Figure 3 . The site occupancies show two vanadium sites in approximately 1:2 ratios, similar to the 1:2 vanadium(4+)/ vanadium(5+) ratio of the chemical formula indicated by elemental analysis. The increase of the dimensionality (from 0D to 1D) for I and II is a result of increased temperature, which increases the condensation of vanadium oxide−fluoride BBUs. 44 General structure analysis of II is difficult in light of the disorder present, even under consideration of the supercell. The structure presents a total of four vanadium cation site positions. The vanadium cations are each disordered among two positions; the occupancies of these sites were refined so as to add to 1; this is consistent with the finding of the 1:1 sodium/vanadium ratio (it is possible that the sodium/vanadium ratio is 1:1 and the structure is equally sodium-and vanadiumdeficient, but this is very unlikely). Free refinement of the sodium or vanadium cation occupancies in the crystallographic data resulted in full occupancy on each site. The vanadium sites are displaced along two bonds. This indicates that the anions along these bonds are disordered, mixed oxide−fluoride sites. The V−O bonds are typically shorter than the V−F bonds, and subsequently O/F disorder causes the ellipsoid of the anionic site to be elongated along the bonding axis. During refinement, this site was modeled as a disordered oxide−fluoride (2O:1F) site so as to maintain the formula found with elemental analyses.
Certain oxide and fluoride sites could be split and have their occupancies refined; these occupancies are relatively consistent with a parity of vanadium valence identity of 1:2 vanadium-(4+)/vanadium(5+). The refined occupancies are displayed in the SI. The disordered vanadium octahedra are presented in Figure 3a .
There may be some correlation of the site occupancies with the 1:2 vanadium(4+)/vanadium(5+) ratio: the ions V1B, V2B, O4A, and F5A versus, respectively, V1A, V2A, O4B, and F5B refined in roughly 1:2−1:3 ratios. The individual octahedra of Figure 3a cannot be analyzed with bond-valence-sum calculations to determine if one site corresponds to vanadium-(4+) or vanadium(5+) owing to the high degree of site identity and occupancy disorder. The representations of the environ- Figure 3b . The unit cell of the structure is shown in Figure 3c .
SHG Responses of Compounds I and II. Both I and II have SHG responses on the same order of magnitude as α-SiO 2 . These data may not be completely accurate owing to NaCl impurities present with I and absorptions of II in the near-IR (NIR) and visible regions. In the Kurtz−Perry experiment to examine SHG responses, the laser source (first harmonic) was 1064 nm and the measured output (second harmonic) was 532 nm. Compound II absorbs strongly in both regions (see the SI), so its SHG response is likely greater.
■ DISCUSSION Elemental Content. ICP-AES and fluoride elemental analysis indicate the formula of compound II to be Na (V  4+ V   5+ 2 ) x O 2−x F 2+x where x = 1 / 3 . The crystallographic structure indicated disorder along bonds to two anions (see Figure 3c ). The decreased cationic charge by reduction of vanadium(5+) to vanadium(4+) results in a decreased anionic charge by the partial replacement of oxygen(2−) with fluorine(1−). It is possible that a decreased anionic content is compensated for by oxide−fluoride site vacancies, but this is not observed in the single-crystal data: free refinement of the disordered anion as a fluoride ion results in a site occupancy of about 1, and refinement as an oxide site results in a site occupancy of about 1.1 (consistent with the presence of fluoride ions with a greater Z value than oxide ions).
Oxide−Fluoride Order in Compound I. Compound I is ordered in terms of oxide−fluoride anions or water molecules. Notably, the sodium ion packs in such a way that it predominantly coordinates to five fluoride anions and one water molecule; it does not coordinate to the softer oxide anion (softer relative to the fluoride anion). This is consistent with hard/soft acid/base interactions that have been previously observed and discussed. 9,23,24,45−49 Mixed Valences of Compound II. The mixed valence of vanadium in II occurs on account of the presence of chloride ions in solution of hydrothermal synthesis. We infer that reduction occurs on account of generated hydrochloric acid (generated by chloride ions in highly acidic HF). Hydrochloric acid is a known reducing agent of vanadium(V). 25, 26 When the reaction is performed with NaF as a sodium source in place of NaCl, a small amount of clear crystals are produced. The PXRD and single-crystal diffraction data show the crystals to have the same unit cell of II; that is, the clear material also shows a supercell (1 × 1 × 2) of NaVO 2 F 2 . 40 We were unable to reproduce the reported synthesis of NaVO 2 F 2 because the synthesis required high temperatures (552°C) with HF.
Mixed vanadate species generally have magnetic moments that correspond to noninteger numbers of electrons. 50−52 Thus, magnetic measurements showed II to have an effective magnetic moment of 0.303 μ B /mol. The band gap was determined with UV−vis−NIR spectroscopy to be approximately 0.632 eV.
Mixed Valences in Previous Structures. Previous multivalent V 2 O 5 materials have been reported in the literature. The mixed vanadium(4+)/vanadium(5+) valences occur in many compounds, and this property is of interest for battery and magnetic materials. However, mixed vanadium(3+)/ vanadium(5+) valences are rare. These two species could be identified in previous structures owing to different environments: While vanadium(5+) cations may crystallize in a tetrahedral environment, vanadium(3+) cations do not. Thus, vanadium(3+) has been identified in the center of octahedra, while vanadium(5+) adopts a tetrahedral environment for K 3 V(VO 4 , and 5+. These multivalent materials are usually identifiable by their distinct environment for the vanadium with different oxidation states. We conjecture, but cannot decisively prove, that the vanadium of II is present in the vanadium(4+) and vanadium(5+) states owing to the low magnetic moment and paramagnetic behavior at low temperatures. If vanadium(3+) ions were present, we could expect to observe inner-orbital interactions between the unpaired electrons of vanadium(3+). We do not observe tetrahedra in the crystal structure of II, so we are unable to decisively identify vanadium(5+) species. Bond-valence-sum calculations return noninteger values for the valence, indicating valence-site disorder.
57,58
Polar Moment of Compound I. Compound I consists of discrete sodium octahedra and vanadium aqua−oxide−fluoride octahedra. The vanadium oxide−fluoride anions have a polar moment that is partially aligned along one axis (the polar c axis). The polar ions are separated by sodium ions into 0D BBUs (i.e., the vanadium octahedra do not share ions/water molecules with other vanadium octahedra). These sodium ions "shield" the polar moments of the overall structure from other polar moments; such an arrangement can be favorable because the polar moments do not have an adjacent neighbor. A vanadium BBU could situate itself antiparallel to a neighboring vanadium BBU to cancel out the polarity and maximize the local electroneutrality. 59 The presence of such "mediating" ions that charge balance but still allow polar moments could be a viable path to develop NCS structures. This was found to be a factor in the polarity of the highly efficient SHG material K 3 B 6 O 10 Cl; the potassium counterions contributed to the overall polarity of the structure. 8 In the structures of I and II, the sodium octahedra, via geometric calculations, 16 are found to be very weakly polar. From this analysis, the polar contribution to the SHG response of compounds I and II originates from the vanadium octahedra; however, more extensive density functional theory calculations should be performed to examine whether this is the case. 8 It should also be noted that, although the sodium cations are necessary for charge balance, they do "dilute" the polar contributions of individual ions in the structure. If the sodium ions could contribute to the polarity of the structure, a greater SHG response may be observed. 8 In I, the vanadium polar moments pack in a 1D BBU of vanadium cations separated by a 1D ribbon of sodium cations. Figure 4a shows these coordination environments: the 2 1 screw axis of I describes the geometry of these ribbons, with oxide anions partially oriented in one direction. Figure 4b shows that these ribbons pack so that the terminal oxides of the vanadium BBUs are situated toward the channels. This type of environment minimizes the number of contacts to the terminal oxide; such an environment has been noted to correlate with NCS crystal classes; 9 however, this may be a correlation and not an inherent cause. The CS polymorph of KNaNbOF 5 only has one contact to the oxide: the linear NbO−K bond. It is likely that a reduced number of contacts to the terminal oxide of an ETM still can facilitate low-symmetry environments [such as in the NCS KNaNbOF 5 and CuVOF 4 (H 2 O) 7 systems]. 60−62 These low coordination numbers avoid O h and T d environments around the oxide anion but do not necessarily avoid C ∞v . This linear point group does not contain an inversion center but does allow a number of coordination environments: such variability can allow CS environments around the terminal oxide.
Inorganic Chemistry
Polar Moments of Compound II. Initially, the structure of II looks nonpolar based on the unit cells shown in Figure 3 . The disorder convolutes structural interpretation, but visualization of the structure of II in Figure 5 shows the preferential presence of a terminal oxide and a vanadium ion in one location. The partial occupancies cause a vanadium cation to be situated "lower" (as viewed in Figure 5 ) within its octahedron along one axis. Traditionally, partial oxide−fluoride order is sought in systems to generate NCS materials. 47,58,60,63−68 This concept of partial disorder within an inorganic phase could allow (i) polar moments and (ii) stabilization afforded by increased entropy. This disorder could be introduced by in situ reduction/oxidation to modify known phases (such as, in this case, NaVO 2 F 2 ).
Comparison to Previous Structures. Vanadium(5+) oxide is typified by a strong orange color. 26 Compound I is colorless owing to the presence of fluoride anions; these anions blue-shift the absorption of the metal into the UV region. This effect has been used in NCS materials of K 2 Be 2 BO 3 F 2 and Ba 4 B 11 O 20 F. 69, 70 Such transparency in the UV region is necessary for SHG materials to provide high-energy lasers in the UV region for the potential use of lasers for nanolithography. 71 The material NaVOF 4 ·0.7H 2 O has been previously reported but not crystallographically described; the synthesis of the material is similar to the synthesis of I. 72 The structure of I is chemically and structurally similar to [ 13 Commensurate Structure of Compound II. As noted, II is a modulated variation of NaVO 2 F 2 . 39, 40 The modulation is relatively complex to analyze because, from the solution of the supercell, the structure presents disorder in (i) the vanadium valence, (ii) vanadium site positions/occupancies, and (iii) oxide−fluoride positions/occupancies. The overall structure maintains the 1D BBU motif present in NaVO 2 F 2 . The FTIR spectrum of compound II shows numerous, broad peaks from 1020 to 500 cm −1 . The number and broadness indicates several (disordered) VO and V−X (X = F − , O 2− ) bonding environments. The relatively high energy (1018 cm −1 ) of one peak indicates that a strong V 5+ O bond is present. 9 The single-crystal data do not indicate other long-range order to be present; e.g., there is no evidence of separate chains that consist of different geometries, nor are there signs of ordering of cations along the chain [such as every third vanadium in a chain being vanadium(4+)].
Phase Matchability of Compounds I and II. The two NCS compounds belong to different space groups but are chemically similar. The SHG responses obtained for I and II are about the same as that of NaVO 2 F 2 (on the order of α-SiO 2 ). 40 Compound II absorbs strongly at the fundamental frequency that was used in the SHG measurement (1064 nm) and the second harmonic (532 nm) of light that was produced via SHG (see Figure 1) . Therefore, the actual SHG efficiency of II is likely greater than that of NaVO 2 F 2 . Despite chemical similarity, II is PM and I is NPM. Phase matchability has been extensively described for organic molecular crystals; 74,75 future studies of inorganic systems are needed to rationalize the phase matchability in inorganic, extended solids. 
■ CONCLUSION
The material NaVOF 4 (H 2 O) is a 0D NCS material that was synthesized under reflux conditions. By increasing the synthetic temperature to hydrothermal conditions, the higher-dimensional (1D) material NaVO 2−x F 2+x (x = 1 / 3 ) was synthesized; it is a commensurately modulated variation of NaVO 2 F 2 . The modulated material is a multivalent compound that was obtained by in situ reduction with a "mild" reducing agent of NaCl in HF at 150°C. Such materials could be of interest to multiferroics in addition to studies of SHG-active materials and fundamental solid-state synthetic chemistry. NaVOF 4 Crystallographic data in CIF format, experimental details, and figures for single-crystal X-ray diffraction, PXRD, bond-valencesum calculations, UV−vis−NIR spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy, and magnetism. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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